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Poldina micro is the new portable table lamp that has the same characteristics as Poldina pro but is reduced in

weight and dimensions: in fact, it is only 27.5 cm high and has a diameter of 7 cm - nimbler than ever! It is

suitable for both indoor and outdoor use - thanks to the high degree of protection IP65. The wide chromatic

range – 15 colors - includes eleven classic tones and four new hues: Capri blue, lilac, apple green and orange,

bright and bold colors that make Poldina micro an even more versatile lamp, to create agreements or

contrasts with the surrounding environment.

Poldina micro is a battery-operated rechargeable LED lamp that is switched on and off using the touch button

on the top of the diffuser; the same button adjusts the color temperature of the light (2200, 2700 or 3000K) and

the intensity of the luminous flux. Poldina micro recharges in 3-4 hours on the special contact base (supplied);

the battery lasts for over 7 hours. The die-cast aluminum structure is painted or treated with a galvanic finish in

shiny gold or chrome. Continuous use outdoors is not recommended for lamps with a galvanic finish.

Available on request:

customized painting with RAL colours and logo pad-printing service (with minimum ordering quantities).

Accessories:

- Multi-contact charging base (max 12 pc) - LD0490RP

- Multi-socket USB charger (8xUSB) - LD0340RA

- Replacement battery pack BAT04704004001000

CODE COLOR

LD0490B3 White

LD0490C3 Cromo lucido

LD0490D3 Black

LD0490F3 Red

LD0490G3 Sage green

LD0490K3 Blue Capri

LD0490L3 Lilla

LD0490N3 Dark grey

LD0490O3 Oro lucido

LD0490P3 Pink

LD0490R3 Rust

LD0490S3 Sand

LD0490V3 Green apple

LD0490Z3 Orange



DIMENSIONS AND HOLES

Dimensions Ø 7 cm - h 27,5 cm / Ø 2,8 " - h 10,8 "

ILLUMINOTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Source LED

Total Watt 1,8 W

Lumen lamp 124 - 128 - 142 lm

Light beam angle 50°

Color temperature 2200 - 2700 - 3000 K

CRI > 80

Dimmer TOUCH dimmer

Lamp life 100% - 7/8 hours

ILLUMINOTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Battery autonomy 7-8 hours

Voltage 100 - 240 V

Frequency 50 - 60 Hz

Battery lithium battery (2 x 2200 mA/H) INCLUDED - REPLACEABLE

Charge 1A - 3/4 hours

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Version pro

We reserve the right to change the specifications of our product. For the latest information on the product visit

www.zafferanoitalia.com
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